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Abstract
Earlier research in job shop scheduling has demonstrated the advantages of opportunistically combining order-based
and resource-based scheduling techniques. In this paper we investigate an even more flexible approach where each
activity is considered a decision point by itself. Het, ristics to opportunistically select the next decision point on which
to focus attention (i.e., variable ordering heuristics) and the next decision to be tried at this point (i.e., value ordering
heuristics) are described that probabilistically account for both activity precedence and resource requirement
interactions. Preliminary experimental results indicate that the variable ordering heuristic greatly increases search
efficiency. While least constraining value ordering heuristics have been advocated in the literature [7], our
experimental results suggest that other value ordering heuristics combined with our variable-ordering heuristic can
produce much better schedules without significantly increasing search.
1. Introduction
We are concerned with the issue of how to opportunistically focus an incremental job shop scheduler's attention on
the most critical decision points (variable ordering heuristics) and the most promising decisions at these points (value
ordering heuristics) in order to reduce search and improve the quality of the resulting schedule.
So called order-based and resource-based scheduling techniques have been at the origin of several incremental
scheduling algorithms. In an order-based approach, each order is considered a single decision point, i.e. orders are
prioritized and scheduled one by one. In a resource-based approach, resources are rated according to their projected
levels of demand. Resources are then scheduled one by one, starting with the ones that have the highest demand.
Order-based scheduling has proven to be a viable paradigm in problems where slack (i.e. temporal precedence
interactions) is the dominating factor. On the other hand,resource-based scheduling is likely to perform better in
situations where resource contention (i.e. resource rcxluirement interactions) is critical. Neither approach is perfect.
Indeed a lot of real life scheduling problems contain a mix of critical orders and critical resources. In the past few
years it has become clear that in order to perform well in a wider class of problems, schedulers need the ability to
opportunistically switch from one approach to the other. The OPIS [15, 12, 16] scheduler was the first scheduler to
combine both approaches. OPIS uses demand thresholds to identify bottleneck resources. Typically, when a
bottleneck resource is detected, all activities requiring that resource and that have not yet been scheduled will be
scheduled. When all bottleneck resources have been scheduled, OPIS switches to order-based scheduling. While in
order scheduling mode, OPIS may detect the appeztrance of new bottleneck resources and switch back to its resource
scheduling mode. Even such an approach has its shortcomings as the criticalities of the activities requiring a
bottleneck resource or belonging to a critical order ,are not homogeneous, i.e. some of these activities may not be that
critical. This consideration led us to the investigation of a new scheduling framework where the decision points are
no longer entire resources or entire orders but instead where each activity is a decision point in its own right. Within
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this framework activity criticality is no longer determined via a sole bottleneck resource or via the sole order to which
it belongs. Instead measures of activity criticality account for both temporal precedence interactions (i.e., so-called
intra-order interactions [15]) and resource requircment interactions (i.e., so-called inter-order interactions). By
simultaneously accounting for both types of interactions the approach is expected to opportunistically combine
advantages of both order-based and resource-based scheduling techniques.
In this paper, we study one variable-ordering heuristic and three value-ordering heuristics for activity-based
scheduling. A preliminary set of 38 scheduling problems was used to compare the performances of these heuristics.
The experiments clearly indicate that the variable-ordering heuristic significantly reduces search. The comparison of
the value-ordering heuristics when combined with the variable ordering heuristic suggests that a least constraining
value ordering heuristic is not the only viable approach to maintain the amount of search at an acceptable level. Indeed
some other heuristics produced much better schedules without significantly increasing search.
In the next section we describe our model of the job-shop scheduling problem. The following section gives an
overview of the activity-based approach to scheduling that we are investigating, and introduces a probabilistic model
to account for both intra-order and inter-order interactions. Section 4 presents a variable-ordering heuristic based on
this probabilistic model. In section 5 we present three value-ordering heuristics: a least constraining heuristic, a
hill-climbing heuristic, and an intermediate heuristic where values are rated according to the probability that they will
remain available and that no better values will remain available. Preliminary experimental results are reported in
section 6. Section 7 discusses these results. Section 8 contains some concluding remarks.
2. The Model
Formally, we will say that we have a set of N jobs (i.e. orders) to schedule. Each job has a predefined process plan
that specifies a partial ordering among the activities (i.e. opcrations) to be scheduled. Each activity A k (1 < k <n) may
require one or several resources Rka.(I < i <Pk), for each of which there may be several alternatives R/_). (I <j <qki) I.
We will use stk, etk, and du_ to respectively denote Ak's start time, end time, and duration.
We view the scheduling problem as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP).
The variables of the problem are the activity start times, the resources allocated to each activity, and possibly the
durations of some activities. An activity's end time is defined as the sum of its start time and duration. Each variable
has a bounded (finite or infinite) set of admissible values. For instance, the start time of an activity is always restricted
at one end by the order release date and at the other end by the order latest acceptable completion time 2 according to
the durations of the activities that precede/follow the activity in the process plan.
We differentiate between two classes of constraints: activity precedence constraints and resource capacity
constraints. The activity precedence constraints are the ones defined by the process plans. Our model [14] accounts
for all 13 of Allen's temporal constraints [1]. Capacity constraints restrict the number of reservations of a resource
over any time interval to the capacity of that resource. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume in this paper that all
resources are of unary capacity.
Additionally our model allows for preferences on activity start times and durations as well as on the resources that
activities can use. Preferences are modeled with utility functions. These functions map each variable's possible
values onto utilities ranging between 0 and 1. Preferences on activity start times and durations allow for the
llt is important to keep in mind that several activities may require the same resource. For instance if two activities A l and A 2 both redlui_ a unique
resource which has to be Rl, we have RH1 = R2j t = Rl"
_This is not necessarily the order's due date.
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representation of organizational goals such as reducing order tardiness, or reducing work-in-process (WIP) [3, 14].
Resource preferences are very useful to differentiate between functionally equivalent resources with different
characteristics (e.g. difference in accuracy). In this paper we will assume that the sum of the utility functions defines
a (separable) objective function to be maximized.
3. The Approach
3.1. An Activity-based Scheduler
In an activity-based approach, each activity is treated as an aggregate variable, or decision point, that comprises the
activity's start time, its resources, and possibly its duration. The schedule is built incrementally by iteratively selecting
an activity to be scheduled and a reservation for that activity (i.e. start time, resources and possibly duration). Every
time a new activity is scheduled, new constraints are added to the initial scheduling problem, and propagated. If an
inconsistency is detected during propagation, the system backtracks. The process stops either when all activities have
been successfully scheduled or when all possible alternatives have been tried without success.
The efficiency of such an incremental approach critically relies on the order in which activities are scheduled and on
the order in which possible reservations are tried for each activity. Indeed, because job-shop scheduling is NP-hard,
search for a schedule may require exponential time in the worst case. Both empirical and analytical studies of
constraint satisfaction problems reported in [6, 5, 13, 9, 10, 11, 17] indicate however that, on the average, search can
significantly be reduced if always focused on the most critical decision points and the most promising decisions at
these points. Such techniques are often referred to [2] as variable and value ordering heuristics.
In this paper we assume that critical activities are the ones whose good (overall) reservations are most likely to
become unavailable if one were to start scheduling other activities first. In general reservations may become
unavailable because of operation precedence constraints, because of resource capacity constraints, or because of
combinations of both types of constraints. Clearly criticality measures are probabilistie in nature, as their
computations require probabilistic assumptions on the values that will be assigned later on to each variable (i.e. the
reservations that will later on be assigned to each unscheduled activity). In the next subsection we introduce a
probabilistic framework that accounts for the interactions of start time, duration and resource preferences induced by
both activity precedence and resource capacity constraints. We will use this model throughout the remainder of the
paper to define several variable and value ordering heuristics for activity-based scheduling.
3.2. A Probabilistic Framework to Account for Constraint Interactions
In this subsection we outline 3 a probabilistic model that we will use throughout the remainder of the paper to define
several variable and value ordering heuristics for activity-based job-shop scheduling. We justify the model by its
ability to account for both intra-order and inter-order interactions and by its relatively low computational requirements.
For the sake of simplicity, the formulas presented in this paper assume fixed duration activities. Similar formulas can
be deduced when dealing with variable duration activities.
In our model a priori probability distributions are assumed for the possible start times and resources of each
unscheduled activity. These probabilities are then refined to account for the interactions induced by the problem
constraints (i.e. both intra-order and inter-order interactions). Finally the results of this propagation process are
combined to identify critical activities and promising reservations for these activities. In their simplest form the a
priori probability distributions are uniform. This amounts to assuming that, a priori, all possible reservations are
3A more detailed description can be found in [14].
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equally probable. A slightly more sophisticated model consists in biasing the a priori distributions towards good
values as defined by the utility functions [14]. Such biased distributions are expected to account better for value
ordering heuristics that give more attention to higher utility values.
Once the a priori distributions have been built, they can be refined to account for the interactions of the problem
constraints. In our model, the propagation is performed in two steps. The probability distributions are first propagated
within each order, thereby accounting for intra-order interactions, and then across orders to account for inter-order
interactions. Accounting simultaneously for both types of interactions seems indeed very difficult as much from a
theoretical point of view as from a purely computational point of view. As a matter of fact the number of ways in
which a set of activities can interact is combinatorial in the number of these activities 4. Instead, by separately
accounting for intra-order and inter-order interactions, one greatly reduces the amount of computation to be performed.
The Propagation results can always be further refined by iterating the propagation an arbitrary number of times.
Concretely, once the a priori distributions have been generated, our propagation process involves the following twosteps:
1.
a. The a priori start time probability distributions are refined to account for activity precedence
constraints. The resulting (a posteriori) probability distributions associate to the possible start
times of each activity the probability that these start times will be tried by the scheduler and will
not result in the violation of an activity precedence constraint. These a posteriori start time
distributions can be normalized to express that each activity will occur exactly once, and hence
will start exactly once.
b. For each resource requirement R_. of each activity Ak, and for each resource alternative Rju.. to
fulfill Rt. , we compute the probabilistic demand Dju.. of A k for R.. as a function f .probabilit is obtain • . _.. _,_ o time. "_(his
Y ed using A_ s normahzed a postenon start time distribution and the a priori
probability that A k uses Rh). to fulfill its requirement R .... Hence D_. t r
probabilistic contribution of A_ to the demand for # ., ,:__ _. ..... taj( ) epresents the
..... ,, v "'kii al. UlIi¢ tj II acuvlt reservation
cnecrea tor consistency with res,-,-ct to ,h .... :..:,.. _: .... Y . s were only
to Dk,_(, ) as ak's (probabilistic)ind"'ividua_'_e°m "''L"   eaence. co?st nts. Later on we will refer
and fo..,kij ", m,_ ,
2. Finally the individual demand densities of all activities are aggregated (i.e. summed at each point in
time) to reflect the probabilistic demand for each resource in function of time. The resulting aggregate
demand densities may get larger than one over some intervals of time, as the individual demand densities
from which they originate have not been checked for consistency with respect to the capacity constraints.
High demand for a resource over some time interval indicates a critical resource/time interval pair, which
requires prompt attention from the scheduler. This is the basis of the variable-ordering heuristicpresented in this paper.
More precise probabilities may be obtained by iterating the propagation process. One way to do so consists in
computing for each possible activity reservation the probability that this reservation will be available and that no better
reservation will be available. The availability probability of a reservation can be approximated by the probability that
the reservation does not violate any activity precedence constraint or capacity constraint (see section 5 for details).
These probabilities can then be combined into new a priori start time and resource probability distributions, and the
propagation process can be carried out all over again. The experimental results that we report in this paper have all
been obtained without iterating the propagation process. We are planning to perform similar experiments with
probability distributions obtained after iterating the propagation a variable number of times.
4In any realistic problem, Monte Carlo simulation would indeed require tremendous amounts of computations if one were to simultaneously
account for all the activities and all the constraints. This is because the probability of randomly generating a schedule for all the activities that
satisfy all activity precedence and resource capacity constraints is in general extremely small.
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Notations
In the remainder of the paper the following notations will be used:
• pPRtOR(st_.t) will denote the a priori probability that A k will be scheduled to start at time t,
• pPOST(stk=t) will be the a posteriori probability that A k starts at time t, i.e. after accounting for activity
precedence constraints,
• pPNOYr(Stk=t) represents the same probability distribution after it has been normalized to express that A k
will start exactly once,
• Dko(t ) represents Ak's individual demand for Rkij at time t, and
• Dagsr(t) will denote the aggregate demand for Rkij at time t.
4. ARR: A Variable Ordering Heuristic Based on Activity Resource Reliance
ARR, the variable ordering heuristic that we study in this paper, consists in looking for the resource/time interval
pair that is the most contended for and the activity that relies most on the possession of that resource over that time
interval. This activity is selected as the most critical one and hence is the next one to be scheduled.
The intuition behind this heuristic is the following. If activities that critically rely on the possession of highly
contended resources were not scheduled first, it is very likely that, by the time the scheduler would turn its attention to
them, the reservations that are the most appropriate for these activities would no longer be available.
The aggregate demand densities introduced in subsection 3.2 are used to identify the most demanded resource/time-
interval pair. The activity that contributes most to the demand for the resource over the time interval (i.e. the activity
with the largest individual demand for the resource over the time interval) is interpreted as the one that relies most on
the possession of that resource. Indeed the total demand of an activity A t for one of its resource requirements Rta is
equal to At's duration and is distributed over the different alternatives, Rki j, for that resource, and over the different
possible times when A t can be carried out. Consequently activities with a lot of slack or several resource alternatives
tend to have fairly small individual demand densities at any moment in time. They rely less on the possession of a
resource at any moment in time than activities with less slack and/or fewer resource alternatives. This allows ARR to
account not only for inter-order interactions but also for intra-order interactions.
The advantage of this approach lies in its relative simplicity: look for the most critical resource/time-interval pair
and select the activity that relies most on it. One may however contend that this heuristic does not consider slack as an
independent component to activity criticality. Instead slack is only accounted for via resource contention. Another
possible problem with this heuristic is that it only considers resource reliance with respect to the most contended
resource. In general an activity A k may require several resources Rti. Rigorously, At's criticality should therefore
account for each of these resources. It should account for the contention for each of the possible alternatives Ra_/for
these resources Rkl, and the reliance of A k on the possession of each of these alternatives Rk,_/. Computation of such a
criticality measure is likely however to be more expensive.
5. Three Value Ordering Heuristics
In the experiments that we ran, we considered the following three value-ordering heuristics:
5.1. LCV: A Least Constraining Value Ordering Heuristic
Least constraining value ordering heuristics are known for being very good at reducing search [6, 2]. Similar
heuristics have also been proposed for scheduling, even when viewed as an optimization problem. [7], for instance,
suggests the use of a least constraining value ordering heuristic as a primary criterion for selecting a reservation for an
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activity. The quality of the reservations is only used as a secondary criterion when there are several least constraining
reservations to choose from. A similar heuristic is also outlined in [8]. The extremely small number of feasible
solutions to a scheduling problem compared to the total number of schedules that one can possibly generate is what
has made least constraining value ordering heuristics so attractive.
LCV is a least constraining value ordering heuristic where every reservation {{stk=t ' Rkljl, Rk2j z..... Rkpkj_, .} ), for an
activity Ak, is rated according to the probability RESERV-AVAIL(stk=t,Rkli .... ,R,n ; ) that it would not conflict with
"''1 "rkJp_
another activity's reservation, if one were to first schedule all the other remaining activities. The reservation with the
largest such probability is interpreted as the least constraining one.
In our model, we express RESERV-AVAIL(stk=t, Rku1,...jCz, p, jp) as the product of the probability that stk=t will not
result in the violation of an activity precedence constraint and the conditional probability that each resource
Rkljt,Rk2j2 ..... Rkpkjn, will be available between t and t+duk, given that stk=t does not result in the violation of an
activity precedence constraint :
RESER V-A VAIL(st k=t,R k ljt,...,R kpkjp)
eeOST(stk=t )
- pPRiOR(stk=t ) X H RESOURCE-AVA1L(RIa_i, t, t+duk)
Rtu ). _ {Rku,...,Rt_,j,.}
where RESOURCE_AVAIL(Rju)., t, t+duk) is the conditional probability that Ray will be available between t and t+duk,
given that stk=t does not result in the violation of an activity precedence constraint.
We will approximate the (conditional) probability that Ray will be available at some time x for activity A k with
_. When approximating RESOURCE_AVAIL(R_ij, t,t+duk), one has to be careful not to come up with too
pesmm_stic an estimate. Indeed it is tempting to assume that the (conditional) probability that Rkij will be available for
Ate between t and t+du/c is given by the product of D_7(x)
_aggr-'--'--_,over all possible start times x between t and t+dutr
v R tz)
Depending on whether time is discrete or not, this product would be finite or infinite. In either case the approximation
would be too pessimistic. Indeed this would be tantamount to supposing that the activities that contribute to Da&&rt'cx
have infinitely small durations, i.e. that these activities can possibly require Rkij at time "c without requ:mng it a_"Jx_
or x+Sx. Instead, in order to account for the duration of these activities, we will assume that each resource Rk/j is
subdivided into a sequence of buckets of duration AVG(du), where AVG(du) is the average duration of the activities
competing for Rk0. Consequently RESOURCE_AVAIL(R/aj, t,t+duk ) is given by the probability that A_ can secure a
number of buckets equal to its duration, i.e.:
RESOURCE-AVAIL(Rkij, t,t+dut)= {AVG( -" )} (au)
D/.).('_)
where AVG( Dki!(?) )is simply the average ot_ taken between t and t+dulc
aggr aggr
DRkl j (_) D_,ij ('t)
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5.2. HC: A Hill-Climbing Value Ordering Heuristic
The second value ordering heuristic that we tested simply consists in ranking an activity's possible reservations
according to their utilities, i.e. preferences. Reservations with the highest preferences are the fgst ones to be tried.
5.3. INT: An Intermediate Value Ordering Heuristic
Our third value ordering heuristic combines features from the previous two. Each reservation is rated according to
the probability that it would be available and that no better reservation would be available, if one were to first schedule
all the other remaining activities.
6. Preliminary Experimental Results
A testbed was implemented that allows for experimentation with a variety of variable and value ordering heuristics
based on the probabilistic framework described in subsection 3.2. The system is implemented in Knowledge Craft
running on top of Common Lisp, and can be run either on a MICROVAX 3200 or on a VAX 8800 under VMS.
We performed some preliminary experiments to evaluate the four heuristics presented in this paper. These
experiments were run on a set of 38 scheduling problems, involving between 3 and 5 orders and a total number of
activities ranging between 10 and 20. The problems involved 3 or 4 resources. They involved only activities with a
unique resource requirement (Rkl), for which there wereone or several alternatives (Rktj). Problems with both equally
preferred and non equally preferred resource alternatives were included. The scheduling problems were built to reflect
a variety of demand profiles: localized bottlenecks at the beginning, middle, and end of the problem span, global
bottlenecks spanning the whole duration of the scheduling problems, and auxiliary bottlenecks were all included.
Three different types of start time utility functions were allowed: all start times (between the earliest and latest start
times) are equally preferred, late start times are preferred, and triangular start utility functions with a peak
corresponding to the due date (minus the duration of the activity). Triangular utility functions were only assigned to
the last activities of some orders. Time was discretized and a granularity equal to the third of the smallest activity
duration was used. A discrete version of the formulas presented in this paper was used to compute the necessary
probability distributions. The probabilities were computed using biased a priori probability distributions obtained by
normalizing the utility functions over the domain of possible values of each variable. The granularity of the time
intervals used for the ARR variable ordering heuristic varied from one resource to the other and was selected to be
equal to the duration of the shortest activity requiring the resource.
Preliminary Experimental Results
RAND
&HC
Search < 0.47
Efficiency (> 0.27)
Schedule not
Value available
RAND
&LCV
1.00
(0.00)
0.52
(0.O8)
ARR
&HC
0.96
(0.05)
0.68
(0.06)
ARR
&LCV
1.00
(0.00)
0.54
(0.06)
ARR
&INT
1.00
(0.00)
0.64
(0.05)
Figure 6-1: Average search efficiencies and schedule values for 5 combinations
of variable and value ordering heuristics run on a preliminary set of
38 scheduling problems. The standard deviations appear between parentheses.
The experiments were measured along two dimensions: search efficiency (i.e. number of operations to schedule over
number of search states generated) and global utility of the solution as defined by a normalized objective function.
The normalized objective functions were built so that the best possible schedules that could be built without checking
for constraint violation would have a global value of 1. There was no guarantee however that a feasible schedule with
global value of 1 could be built. In the ideal case the search would be performed without backtracking, and the
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number of search states generated would be equal to the number of activities to schedule (i.e. efficiency of 1). The
quality of the schedules is more difficult to assert as the value of the objective function for the optimal schedule varied
from one problem to the other and was in most cases smaller than 1. For this reason the values of the schedules should
not be viewed as absolute measures. Instead they should only be used to compare the relative performances of the
combinations of heuristics that we tried.
The table in Figure 6-1 reports the average search efficiencies and schedule values obtained with five combinations
of variable and value ordering heuristics (for a total of 190 experiments). Standard deviations are provided between
parentheses. RAND denotes a random variable ordering heuristic, where the next activity to be scheduled is selected
at random from the remaining unscheduled activities. Search was stopped when it would require more than 50 search
states. For RAND&HC, this cutoff rule had to be used in 12 of the 38 experiments. It did not have to be used for any
of the other heuristics. The average search efficiency of RAND&HC is therefore even worse than 0.47. Because search
did not terminate in almost a third of the runs with RAND&HC, no good estimate of the value of the schedules
produced by this heuristic could be obtained.
7. Discussion
The results reported in Figure 6-I clearly indicate the importance of a good variable ordering heuristic to increase
search efficiency (e.g. ARR&HC vs. RAND&HC). They also indicate that a least constraining value ordering heuristic
can make up for a poor variable ordering heuristic (e.g. RAND&HC vs. RAND&LCV and RAND&LCV vs.
ARR&LCV). In the examples that we ran the ARR variable ordering heuristic and the LCV value ordering heuristics
both contributed to limit search. The quality of the schedules produced by LCV is however very poor when compared
to the other two value ordering heuristics (ARR&HC or ARR&INT vs. ARR&LCV). In particular ARR&INT
performed as well as ARR&LCV as far as the efficiency of the search is concerned (neither of them had to backtrack
in any of the 38 examples) but produced much better schedules. Even a simple value ordering heuristic like HC
resulted in very little amount of backtracking when coupled with our variable ordering heuristic (see ARR&HC).
Overall HC produced the best schedules although it required more search than INT and LCV, when coupled with
ARR. There seems therefore to be a tradeoff between the amount of search performed and the quality of the resulting
solution. If little time is available to come up with a solution the most promising values may be the least constraining
ones as they are the least likely to result in backtracking. On the other hand, when there is more time available, one
may consider looking at riskier values if they are likely to produce better solutions. A value ordering heuristic could
accordingly be designed that accounts for the time available to find a schedule.
8. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have investigated an activity-based approach to scheduling. Because of its greater flexibility, such
an approach is expected to allow for the construction of better schedules than approaches using order-based or
resource-based scheduling or even combinations of the two. The price to pay for this flexibility is the potential
overhead involved in the selection of the next decision point on which to focus attention. While order-based and
resource-based scheduling typically require only the computation of criticality measures for each order or resource in
the system, an activity-based scheduling approach may potentially require the computation of similar measures for
each of the activities to be scheduled. In the simplest scenario, these measures need moreover to be recomputed every
time a new activity has been scheduled. It is therefore important that the computation of these measures can be
performed at a relatively cheap computational cost. One may also consider scenarios where several activities are
scheduled before new criticality measures are computed.
We have presented a probabilistic framework that successively accounts for both intra-order and inter-order
interactions. Although such a two-step propagation involves a slight loss of precision in the way it accounts for
interactions, it has the advantage of having a relatively low computational cost [14]. More accurate probability
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distributionsmayalwaysbeobtainedbyiteratingthepropagationprocess.Ourprobabilisticframeworkallowsforthe
definitionof avarietyof variableandvalueorderingheuristics.In thispaper,wehavestudieda simplevariable-
orderingheuristic,ARR,thatlooksforthemostcontendedresource/timeintervalpairandtheactivitythatreliesthe
mostonthepossessionf thatresource/timeintervalpair.Preliminaryexperimentswiththeheuristicindicatethatit
greatlycontributestoincreasingsearchefficiency.Additionallyourexperimentswiththreevalueorderingheuristics
seemtoindicatethatleastconstrainingvalueoderingheuristicssuchastheoneadvocatedin [7]maynotbetheonly
viablewayto maintainsearchatanacceptablelevel.Instead,in ourexperiments,othervalueorderingheuristics,
whencoupledwithourvariableorderingheuristic,producedmuchbetterscheduleswithoutsignificantlyincreasing
search.
Ourvariableorderingheuristicisnotperfect.Forinstanceit measuresactivitycriticalityonlywithrespecttoone
resource(themostcontendedresource/timeintervalpair).Whiletheheuristicperformedwellinproblemswhereach
activityrequiresonlyoneresource(forwhichtheremayormaynotbealternatives),it maynotbeaseffectivefor
activitiesrequiringseveralresources.Wearecurrentlylookingat othervariableorderingandvalueordering
heuristics.Wearealsopursuingourexperimentswiththeheuristicspresentedin thispaper.Inparticularwestillhave
tostudythebehaviorftheseheuristicsonlargerschedulingproblems(i.e.morethan100activities).
Ourlongterminterestisin theidentificationofasetof(texture)measurescharacterizingthesearchspace,thatcan
beusedtobothstructureandguidesearchinthatspace.Measuresofvariablecriticality(variableorderingheuristics)
andestimatesofvaluegoodness(valueorderingheuristics)areexamplesofsuchmeasures[4].
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